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xxHuw Edwards of BBC's News at Ten stands up for New Leaf.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
XXHuw Edwards, the famous BAFTA-winning frontman for News at Ten and President of New Leaf,XX 
XXjoined a  photo  line  up  on  August  27,  2011,  lending  his  weight  to  this  vital  campaign  forXX 
XXeducation and social justice.  New Leaf  runs from a shop opposite Belair Park, and its workXX 
XXteams have brought about major improvements in our wildlife areas. Working with the LondonXX 
XXBoroughXof  Southwark,  New Leaf has  also  achieved notable 
XXsuccess  in  rehabilitating  young  offenders.  Vinnie  O'Connell, 
XXfounder of New Leaf, is holding a box for donations. Vinnie has 
XXpointed out that if every commuter using West Dulwich station 
XXput just 10p into the box every time they passed by, New Leaf 
XXwould  have  solved  its  rent  problems.  Artist  Marlon  Brown, 
XXstanding behind, had been adding the features of the late Sir 
XXPeter Scott (1909-1989) to the mural on the side wall of the 
XXNew Leaf shop. Peter Scott (son of the ill-fated Captain Scott, 
XXAntarctic explorer) distinguished himself in sailing and gliding 
XXand  made  major  contributions  to  wildlife  conservation.  He 
XXestablished the body which became the Wildfowl and Wetlands 
XXTrust, based at the Slimbridge reserve on the Severn, and was 
XXa co-founder of the international conservation body, the WWF. 
XXRuth  Millar  (left)  is  the  founder  of  the  London  Mural 
XXPreservation Society. She grew up in Brixton, South London, 
XXwhere she recognised the value of the murals in her locality, 
XXand the need to document their history. X x x x                                                                xxxxxxxxx  

x x



   X x x x x x x x x x x xxxx 
New Leaf  wedding.  xx 
Vinnie  O'Connell  and HelenXX 
Saunders, both of whom areXX 
keen botanists, got marriedXX 
on Sept. 9, 2011. Vinnie andXX 
Helen have played key rolesXX 
in driving forwards the NewXX 
Leaf project  and  they  areXX 
also active members of theXX 
Committee of the Friends ofXX 
Belair Park. 

XXTypically,  they  could  not  even  go  on 
XXhoneymoon without finding yet another 
XXopportunity  to  serve  the  community. 
XXThey  made  it  their  business  to  take 
XXvaluable archival material to Ross and 
XXCromarty.  Ten  years  ago,  Vinnie 
XXdiscovered  a  cache  of  letters  and 
XXdrawings belonging to the artist Charles 
XXBannerman (1912-1993), who retired to 
XXCromarty. They were donated to Hugh 
XXMiller's Birthplace Cottage and Museum, 
XXwhere they were hailed as “an exciting 
XXfind”.  Bannerman's  extensive  work 
XXincluded  the  first  British  drawings  of 
XXKellog's “Snap, Crackle and Pop.” Miller 
XX(1802-1856)  was  a  notable  geologist, 
XXfolklorist and Christian author. 

XXRight:  Sunrise  over  the  Cromarty  Firth, 
XXphotographed by Vinnie O'Connell.

Goodbye to Alfie.   Xxxxx x x x x 

x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x   x  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  x  xxxxxxxxx 

Familiar  to  many  Park  users,XX 
Alfie,  the  Shetland  sheepdogXX 
had  become  part  of  the  localXX 
scenery. He is seen here on MayXX 
19, 2011 with his owner, DaveXX 
Petit, a local resident proud ofXX 
his  association  with  our  area,XX 
which he has enjoyed for half aXX 
century.  Alfie  was  well-knownXX 
for his gentle temperament andXX 
his  habit  (futile)  of  barking  atXX 
trains. Alfie  passed  away  onXX 
July  13, 2011, aged nine yearsXX 
and two months. 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxx x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
XXAny readers wanting to support the work of New Leaf in our community, perhaps as volunteers inXX 
XXthe shop beside West Dulwich station, should contact Vinnie O'Connell on:  info@new-leaf.org.ukXX 

XXx
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Southwark  meeting  forXX 
friends  of  parks,  Sept.XX 
10, 2011. x x x                     x x x x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  x  x 

This  morning  meeting  forXX 
friends  of  parks  groups,  wasXX 
held  at  the  Francis  PeekXX 
building  in  Dulwich  Park.XX 
Representatives were broughtXX 
up  toXdate  on  implicationsXX 
ofXXSouthwark's  attempts  toXX 
cutXexpenses  on  parks.  WeXX 
shall  keep  readers  informedXX 
as  the  issues  unfold.  AlsoXX 
discussed was biodiversity andXX 
participants' suggestions wereXX 
invited. Friends of Belair ParkXX 
Chair  Martin  Heath  stressedXX 
the  importance  of  initiativesXX 
to improve wildlife corridors. x x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Rebecca  Towers,  Parks  andXX 
Open  Spaces  Manager,XX 
(second down), will be takingXX 
a  year's  maternity  leave,andXX 
will  be  replaced  temporarilyXX 
by  John  Wade.  AmongstXX 
Southwark officers who spokeXX 
were  Des  Waters,  Head  ofXX 
Public Realm (third down) andXX 
Jon  Best  Ecology  OfficerXX 
(bottom).

Left:  John  Wade,  who  will  be  replacing 
Rebecca Towers as Southwark's manager of 
parks and open spaces during Rebecca's year 
away.  Right:  Dave  Morris  addresses  the 
meeting on behalf of a London-wide forum.

XXMartin  Heath  presently  heading  the  creation  of  a  Southwark 
XXfriends of parks forum, outlined how the Friends of Belair Park 
XXhad  begun  as  a  campaigning  group  with  an  antagonistic 
XXrelationship with Southwark. Recent years had seen a transition 
XXto  a  mutually  supportive  regime,  but  non-trivial  disputes 
XXcontinue between Southwark and some groups. xxxxxxxxxX x x xxxx 

xxx     xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx           xxxxxxxxxxxxx  x  x 

XXDave Morris, Chair of the  London Green Spaces Friends Groups 
XXNetwork explained the work of his independent umbrella group. 
XXHe encouraged borough forums to unite in their common interest. 
X x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x                xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
XXThe  Committee,  Friends  of  Belair  Park.xx x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x  x 
XXfriendsbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.uk   Tel: 020 8670 8924                                        Images: M. J. Heath. X x x x 

x   x 
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